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Abstract
Merchant Mill is an Oldest rolling Mill ( Estd-1960) for rebar rolling at Jamshedpur location of
Tata Steel .The Mill is involved in the process of hot rolling of reinforced bars of sizes ranging
from 20 mm to 40 mm produced through ‘TEMPCORE’ process .
Merchant Mills Production is in the rate of 480 KTPA. Before going through several mill
stand rolling the billets are heated in the reheating furnace above the austenitizing temperatures to
get final shape and size of the material. Merchant Mill consists of roughing, intermediate and
finishing stands. The bars are quenched in the water boxes to get the desired Martensitic Structure
and cut to the desired length in the divide shear for cooling in the cooling bed. Being an oldest
mill and due to poor structural stability the greatest challenges faced in Rebar supply is Weight
Tolerance.
The rebars are produced as per IS1786:2008 in which weight tolerance is defined as per
nominal size. Its tolerance should be ±3% of nominal mass as per BIS but our brand promise is 0
to -3%. Maintaining the tolerance between 0 to -3% is very difficult and it requires sampling and
measurement at regular interval and accordingly adjustment in the mill. During rolling, there is a
continuous wear of grooves in the roll as the hot bar is always in contact with the groove profile.
This will result in gradual increase in the groove size which in turn results in excess flow of
material. If this is not controlled by periodic adjustments, it will result in product not meeting the

Fig.1 TMT Rolling process of Merchant Mill, TSL

desired results. Adjustment is purely manual process and sometimes if it goes wrong then as output
is non conforming. Also there is no mechanism to check how much adjustment done. It can be only
done manually by stopping the mill and sampling & measurement. Several times failures occurred
where weight tolerances were out of specification and noticed during inspection & testing.
Therefore this uncertainty of weight tolerance and stoppage of mill for sampling, it was very
much required that if some online system which could predict the weight tolerance of rolling
material on real time basis. From the preinstalled IBA system, signal was used for validation of
non conforming products and it was holding good for almost all cases. During this online predictive
model has helped us to maintain the weight tolerance of the final product. As a whole the process
capability (Cpk) has been increased to 1.32 from 0.8.
Performance of wt. tol. prediction in 20 mm campaign

Fig 2 IBA Analyser system output
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Introduction
As Merchant Mill is one of the oldest mills of Tata Steel commissioned in 1960, therefore it
becomes much more challenging in producing TMT bars (20 to 40 mm) with desired quality and
to keep our product output characteristics within the specified range as defined by our customer.
To reduce the customer complaint because of ‘Weight Tolerance’ was identified as one of the
important in-process parameter which needed to be stabilized through the whole process.
The Process Flow diagram of the Merchant Mill is illustrated in Fig. and we can see that Weight
Tolerance is measured at output section after the cooling bed. The input billet size is
130X130X9000 mm which is get converted to various sections of TMT as shown in figures. The
various product-mix also shown through the tabular chart.

Fig-3 Grade wise and Section wise rolling of TMT.

What is Weight Tolerance?
The rebars are produced as per IS1786:2008 in which weight tolerance is defined as per nominal
sizes. Its weight per unit length should be ±3% of nominal mass as per BIS, but our brand promise
is 0 to -3% to ensure that customers require lesser steel to build home without any compromise on
strength.

(𝐀𝐜𝐭𝐮𝐚𝐥 𝐰𝐞𝐢𝐠𝐡𝐭 − 𝐧𝐨𝐦𝐢𝐧𝐚𝐥 𝐰𝐞𝐢𝐠𝐡𝐭) ∗ 𝟏𝟎𝟎
𝐖𝐭 𝐭𝐨𝐥% =
𝐧𝐨𝐦𝐢𝐧𝐚𝐥 𝐰𝐞𝐢𝐠𝐡𝐭

Fig 4. Weight tolerance as per BIS and TSL norms.
In Merchant Mill each billet is converted into rebar of a definite length. If all parameter remains
constant each billet would produce same length of rebar which would mean same weight per unit
length. But In actual case, there is variation in billet temperature, Inter-stand tension, operator’s
interventions, setup changes etc which causes variation in length of the product. Also during
rolling, there is a continuous wear of roll passes due to abrasion from hot bars which changes the
pass profile of Rolls. This results in gradual increase in the pass groove size which in turn results
higher area of cross section of the stock passing through it. If this is not controlled by periodic
adjustments, it would result in non-conforming product. This defects is nomenclature as ‘Weight
Tolerance defects’.

What was the Conventional way of Measurement and Controlling?
Weight adjustment is purely manual process and there is no mechanism to ensure the magnitude
and frequency of adjustment required. It is done manually by stopping the mill, cutting samples &
measurement. Several times failures have occurred where weight per unit length were found out of
specification and noticed during testing of samples from a downstream point. Due to uncertainty
of weight per unit length and stoppage of mill at regular intervals for sampling, an online system
was required which could predict the weight per unit length of rebar on real time basis especially
just after adjustment.

Measurement Process

(𝐀𝐜𝐭𝐮𝐚𝐥 𝐰𝐞𝐢𝐠𝐡𝐭 − 𝐧𝐨𝐦𝐢𝐧𝐚𝐥 𝐰𝐞𝐢𝐠𝐡𝐭) ∗ 𝟏𝟎𝟎
𝐖𝐭 𝐭𝐨𝐥% =
𝐧𝐨𝐦𝐢𝐧𝐚𝐥 𝐰𝐞𝐢𝐠𝐡𝐭
Adjustment Process

Reduce the parting manually and
wait for next sample

Fig 5 -Actual process (Previously) at Shopfloor.

Factors affecting Weight Tolerance after setting once
(1) Inter stand tension- The tension between two stands will be always there and it is visible
through HMI and loopers are there to minimize this tension. Operators take takes actions in
running mill to minimize tension.

Fig 6 Weight tolerance differences between middle and bottom samples

(2) Billet temp variation- As in Merchant Mill the Furnace is a pusher type furnace and due to
this old mechanism, the temperature variation has been observed as depicted. There are two
type of variation in temperature is observed. In the first type the temperature difference
between a same billet Middle and bottom easily depicted from their weight Tolerance
measurement. In the second type the different billet temperature varies due to the positioned in
the furnace. Since MM has pusher type FC and there is some limitations . But through SOP it
is controlled within range and also it is visible through pyrometers.

Fig 7 Variation in Wt Tol due to billet temperature differences

(3) Roll wear: During rolling, there is a continuous wear of grooves in the roll as the hot bar is

always in contact with the groove profile. It results in gradual increase in the groove size which
in turn results in excess flow of material. If it is not controlled by periodic adjustments, it results
in product not meeting the desired results. Through the manual sampling methods the variation
of Groove size as depicted in the graph below. Starting from -2.5 % weight tolerance hourly it
increased to near zero tolerance.

Fig 8 Due to manual adjustment of Roll groove wear and tear

Limitations of conventional method(1) Mill stoppage for Sample Cutting- Sample Cutting and Measurement is done manually by
stopping the mill.
(2) Abnormality during running mill occurs not get detected by hourly sampling system or
can be detected late or does not get captured.
(3) Frequency and magnitude of adjustments required is not very clear- As the adjustment
process is one type of Trial and Error process the operators not able to understand the proper
magnitude and frequency of the adjustment process.

These type of failures occurred several times where weight tolerances were either low or high
and noticed during inspection & testing. As depicted in below figure due to failure of manual
adjustment the entire batch has been rejected which imposes a huge cost to TSL.

Fig 9 Mill Production report of a failure lot.

Development of Prediction System !!
Development of Prediction system is based on Fundamental of material flow- Volume of the
billet remains constant after discarding the losses and it will be converted into Rebars . An algorithm
was developed in IBA system to predict the weight per unit length of each rebar rolled from billets.
The time for which a billet is in mill during rolling was captured by used hot metal detectors. It
was multiplied with the finishing mill speed to get the total length of the bar produced from a billet.
Further it was divided with the billet weight to get the weight per unit length. Percentage deviation
of weight per unit length from the nominal weight was also determined, all these calculations were
done using expressions in IBA and a virtual signal of weight per unit length deviation from nominal
value was generated. This signal was plotted against the specification limits in IBA PDA (real time
parameter monitoring screen). The operator can now monitor the weight per unit length against
limits for each bar on real time basis. Any deviation can now be immediately identified and
correction can be taken before any product failure. Through this innovation we can know how
much adjustment has been done and eliminating the need for stopping the mill frequently. As the
real-time feedback is available online now, the operator can easily identify the correct time and the
correct magnitude of adjustment required. With the new system, any change in inter-stand tension,
guide failure, missing of crop cut could be identified to mitigate the probable losses.

Journey of DevelopmentPDCA1: Prediction of Weight tolerance based on least piece length
In PDCA1,A Prediction model was developed based on last piece length visually as well as
captured from the IBA system. It was observed by a investigation that the last piece length of a
lighter material is more than the last piece length of heavier material. Section wise values is being
shown.

Fig 10 Physical depiction of last bar length by camera.

During this prediction model asset of data has been developed to predict the length of last cut
length. In this way we can just take a decision that the sample is in/ out of the toleration
specification.

From this graph we can conclude that the last pieces of lighter material are lo nger than middle pieces.

Developed data set
from where we can
predict Weight
tolerance from the
last sample of
different sections

Last Piece

Demerit of the ProcessDuring this prediction, Large deviation can be easily captured but however in the case of very
small deviation the actual condition cannot be predicted properly. And in the case of Customized
length (Non Prime length) the last piece calculation is failed.

PDCA-2: Prediction of Weight tolerance based on total length
In PDCA2 a logic has been developed based on the total length of the bar. Due to the continuously
wear and tear of the roll material the groove diameter increased continuously, as a result the total
length of a billet rolling decreases. So created a virtual signal in IBA and made it live through
IPAPDA through at operators and TS desk.

Total length decreased as weight increased

Created a virtual signal
in IBA and made it live
through IBA PDA to at
operator & TS Desk

ResultsVerification of prediction with actual resultsThe predicted values were verified with the actual measured value of the samples at different
times stand has shown in the below figure. Here we can see the actual measured values are almost
equal to the mean of predicted values. The variation in the predicted values are due to variation in
the input billet length.

The prediction model is verified to the level 2 data from IBA system

Conclusions & Way forwardBy using the actual billet length we may predict more accurate values from the Predictive system.
If we can get online actual weight of the billet then with the help of the model by use actual wt of
billet we can will predict the values more accurately.
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